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Summary:
Five years ago NASA selected the Planetary Plasma Interactions (PPI) Node at UCLA to help the
scientific community locate, access and preserve particles and fields data from planetary missions. We
propose to continue to serve for 5 more years. During the first five years we have served the scientific
community by providing them with high quality data products. We worked with missions and
individual scientists to secure the highest quality data possible and to thoroughly document it. We
validated the data, placed it on long lasting media and made sure it was properly archived for future
use. So far we have prepared and archived over 1011bytes of data from 26 instruments on 4 spacecraft.
We have produced 106 CD-ROMs with peer reviewed data. In so doing we have developed of an
efficient system to prepare and archive the data and thereby have been able to steadily increase the rate
at which the data are produced.
Although we produced a substantial archive during the initial five years, we have an even larger
amount of work in progress. This includes preparing CD-ROM data sets with all of the Voyager,
Pioneer and Ulysses data at Jupiter and Saturn. We will have the Jupiter data ready for the Galileo
encounter in December, 1995 We are also completing the Pioneer Venus data restoration. The Galileo
Venus archive and radio science data from Magellan will be prepared early in the next period. We are
assisting the Small Bodies Node of PDS in the preparation of comet data and will be archiving the
asteroid data from Galileo. We will be moving in several new directions as well. We will archive the
PPI Node's first Earth based data with data from the International Jupiter Watch and Hubble data taken
I support of Ulysses particles and field observations. We will work with the Cassini mission in archive
planning efforts. For the inner planets we will begin an archive of Mars data starting with Phobos data
and will support the US and Russian Mars missions in the late 1990's. We will restore the Mercury
data from Mariner 10 and prepare the lunar data from Clementine in time for the lunar data analysis
program in 1995. We will work with the Discovery mission teams to plan their archive and have
already started with one, NEAR. Finally we will begin archiving our first heliospheric data from
Voyager, Galileo, and Mars observer.
We will continue to serve the science community by providing access to the data products.
During the past 19 months we have filled nearly 6000 requests for on-line and CD-ROM data. The
data delivered directly by the PPI Node has been - 5 x 1011 bytes. In addition to providing the data, we
have provided users with software tools to manage and read the data which are computer, operating
system and format independent. We have developed scalable systems so that the same software we use
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19980119843 2020-06-15T23:38:39+00:00Z
to manageandaccessthe datafor the entirePPI Nodecanbe usedby individualinvestigatorsto
managethe dataon a singleCD-ROMtherebygreatlyreducingthe softwaredevelopmenteffort for
boththePPINodeandusers.Wedeliverthissoftwarewith thedisks. Recentechnicaladvanceshave
madeit possiblefor usto serveabroadercommunitythanbefore. In thenextfive yearperiodweplan
to extendouroutreachto thegeneralpublicandinparticularto increaseoursupportfor education.
Sinceplanetaryplasmadataarevariedandrequireexpertisein manyareasthePPI Nodewill
continueto bedistributed.In additionto theprimarynodeatUCLA, thePPINodehasthreesubnodes
with anOuterPlanetsSubnodeat the Universityof Iowa,an InnerPlanetsSubnodeat UCLA anda
RadioScienceSubnodeatStanfordUniversity. Duringthefirst two yearsof therenewalperiodthere
will bea RadioAstronomyDataNodeat GSFC. Theseorganizationswill providescientificexpertise
on the data,participatein nodedataselectionactivitiesandhelpwith datarestorationandmission
activities.
Administrative Matters:
This is an on-going project. The project was originally funded through Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, contract #959026 from 6/17/91 - 1/31/96. The decision was made at the NASA
Headquarters to fund this project directly under the current grant NAGW-4615 from 4/1/95 - 3/31/97.
However, due to recent NASA reorganization, it was decided that NAGW-4615 be terminated and
funded under new Jet Propulsion Laboratory Contract #960512. The following report outlines the
status of this work as of the end of this grant.
Patent and Inventions:
None
Explanatory Remarks
Following please find mission interface charts that outline the current status and progress
of each project of the Planetary Plasma Interactions Node (PPI) of the Planetary Data
System (PDS). The data curation process for each mission has been divided into 6 stages
and results in the preparation of archival quality data. During initial contact members of
PPI Node meet with instrument teams from each instrument on the spacecraft, explain the
data archiving procedure and plan the data archiving. Next the metadata for each
experiment is prepared. This includes the preparation of instrument, catalog and data set
templates. The third stage in the data curation process involves preparing the actual
science data for archiving. In the fourth stage the data volumes which will contain the
data and metadata from the instrument are designed. After the design process is complete
preliminary volumes are prepared usually on write once CD-ROMs and the preliminary
volumes are sent to members of the scientific community for peer review. The peer
review process involves checking the data and metadata for accuracy and correcting any
errors detected. After a final check of the data at the Central Node, (CN) the final data
volumes are prepared and released to the scientific community.
In the mission interface charts the current state of each task for each instrument is
denoted with circles. Filled black circles represent tasks that are complete, filled gray
circles represent partially complete tasks and open circles represent tasks which have
been begun but are still in the beginning stages. Items in red indicate tasks that have
changed during the past 4 months. The instruments are identified by their official NASA
acronym (please see Walker et al., Planet. Space Sci. 44, I, 55, 1996 for a complete list
of acronyms).
Following the mission interface charts we have provided a chart showing the PPI Node's
planned activities for the next year. Milestones are listed by quarter. The PPI Node
schedule lists the mission and the phases of each mission. The mission phases are usually
given by the body encountered (e.g. Voyager l Jupiter etc.). Galileo orbits are designated
by the moon encountered during the orbit and the orbit number (e.g. Ganymede 1). For
Pioneer Venus Orbiter the plan is given by instrument.
Following the schedule we have presented a chart that lists our accomplishments in
maintaining the software and hardware system and in improving the PPI Node services to
the scientific community. Finally we discuss the progress during the last 4 months on the
PDS Explorer software that is being designed and implemented to help scientists easily
extract and browse the CD-ROMs containing PP! Node prepared data.
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